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Introduction
The involvement of cognitive processes during walking increases in aging and this is a leading cause for why the number of falls rises in older populations as cognitive decline occurs during late adulthood (Amboni et al., 2013) . To achieve understanding of how cognition and gait interact with each other in the older adult, the dual-task paradigm has been employed (Yogev-Seligmann et al., 2008) . In this paradigm, the subject performs a cognitive task while walking, which creates a divided-attention situation that challenges the execution of both, walking and the cognitive task. The effects exerted by the experimental situation can be calculated as "dual-task costs", which are the difference between singleand dual-task performances. Numerous cognitive tests have been used to challenge gait, however, it has been proven that type of cognitive task matters (Beauchet et al., 2005) . For this reason, tasks evaluating concrete cognitive capacities are needed to understand how a specific cognitive process affects specific gait parameters. A convenient task to achieve this understanding is the dichotic listening (DL) test, which assesses two cognitive processes that take place in daily life, namely spontaneous versus voluntary lateralized attentional control in the auditory modality. In DL, subjects are exposed to a series of simultaneous pairs of syllables that differ for each ear on each trial. During three conditions, the focus of attention is manipulated by asking participants to either report freely the best perceived syllable or to attend stimuli specifically from right or left ear. Thus, DL assesses various facets of attentional control including the subject's spontaneous choice to attend a stimulus versus the ability to voluntarily direct focus of attention to right or left ear. Spontaneous choice of stimuli depends on automatic responses often called "bottom-up" or "stimulus-driven" answers that are triggered by salient stimuli, which in turn rely upon brain structures belonging to "the ventral J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f decussation of the auditory pathways that facilitate right-ear information to be transferred directly to the left cerebral hemisphere where language material is finally processed (Hugdahl, 2005) .
In addition to assess spontaneous attention during DL, participants are asked to voluntarily lateralize their focus of attention to either right-ear or left-ear. At the same time, they need to ignore opposite information applied to the contralateral ear. These two situations exert different levels of difficulty and attentional control in right-handed persons. Forcing attention to right-ear increases the number of answers coming from this ear as one voluntarily enhance natural perception of the salient stimuli. In contrast, when forcing attention to left-ear, contradictory demands take place since inhibition to attend right-ear information is required at the same time that focusing on left-ear requires higher levels of executive control (Hugdahl and Westerhausen, 2016) . Voluntary control of lateralized attention in DL is believed to rely upon frontal areas and the corpus callosum in order to transfer appropriate information from one cerebral hemisphere to the other (Pollmann et al., 2002) .
Given the vast knowledge that at present exist on DL (Tervaniemi and Hugdahl, 2003) , this test is ideal to be used in the dual-task paradigm as it will be possible to tease apart how specific aspects of the cognitive task affects gait at a behavioral and neural level. Moreover, it is important to highlight that we are assessing the effects of spontaneous versus voluntary attention on gait, which are two basic cognitive processes occurring not only in a laboratory situation. Thus, the ecological validity created in this specific dual-task environment cannot be underestimated. Based on these considerations, our research group recently demonstrated that performance of DL in an over-ground dual-task setting affects gait parameters asymmetrically in healthy older adults (Gorecka et al., 2018) . To our knowledge, this is the first study showing asymmetric changes on healthy individuals due to the use of a lateralized cognitive task. Furthermore, we were able to show how spontaneous vs lateralized focus of J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f 5 attention affect gait. Our findings demonstrated mainly asymmetric effects on right foot and alterations on gait speed under spontaneous attention. Additionally, attending right-ear stimuli did not compromise gait, as it was the case when attending left-ear, where subjects showed increased step width and higher asymmetrical variability on stride length.
In spite of the interesting data obtained, that initial study only addressed behavioral outcomes, which made impossible to obtain insights into the causative neural events behind effects on gait due to DL execution. However, we speculated that deficient frontal lobe circuitry, and thinning of the corpus callosum (CC) could be related phenomena. The reason is that deficient frontal lobe circuitry (Pfefferbaum et al., 2005) and CC thinning (Storsve et al., 2016) are leading structural deteriorations in the aging brain, and these changes are central in attentional difficulties and inefficiency to integrate complex sensorimotor information like the one taking place during execution of DL in dual-tasking.
Moreover, these brain deteriorations have been linked to DL performance and gait separately.
In DL, the posterior part of CC is critical for interhemispheric transfer of auditory information (Westerhausen and Hugdahl, 2008) , while frontal lobe areas subserve DL performance in healthy subjects , including older adults (Andersson et al., 2009) . As for gait, integration of the necessary stimuli to direct locomotor movements has been related to the CC (Nadkarni et al., 2015) . In older adults, various white matter deteriorations in CC, such as increased burden of white matter hyperintensities and lower fractional anisotropy in the genu, have been related to impaired gait (Bhadelia et al., 2009; Ryberg et al., 2007) . Since the genu has enriched connections with frontal areas, these findings point to the importance of frontal circuitry on gait and balance.
In order to achieve a better understanding of the neural correlates of the observed findings obtained in 2018, the present investigation aims to evaluate the hypotheses that white matter integrity of the CC and frontal circuitry are linked to perturbations on gait due to performing Journal Pre-proof J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f 6 DL during walking. Specifically, we put forward the hypotheses that a) spontaneous attention is associated with frontal lobe tracts and temporal-parietal tracts, while b) lateralized attention should be related to frontal circuitry and CC. However, since the dual-task paradigm employed involves sensorimotor constraints beyond auditory attention, it is likely that a broader brain network is associated. Therefore, we evaluated the integrity of major white matter cerebral tracts to set into perspective the relevance of the whole-brain white matter circuitry versus frontal lobe circuitry and CC. Tract volume, fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity derived from 18 major white matter tracts reconstructed with TRACULA (Yendiki et al., 2011) were calculated and evaluated regarding their associations with the dual-task cost on the gait measures. Because the original study demonstrated asymmetric effects of DL on gait, an important issue in the present study is to further explore the possibility of lateralized associations between gait parameters and tracts. Thus, we proceed on this investigation to evaluate the association between cerebral tracts and bilateral measures of gait (both feet taken together) as well as on the lateralized gait measures by limb (separate analyses by foot).
Methods

Participants
Participants were a subsample of subjects who were included in our study from 2018. Briefly, in that study 78 right-handed, community-dwelling older adults ranging in age between 59-88 years old were tested. From this original sample, 59 of them were selected for the present study (M age = 70.85; 30 women). Nineteen participants were not included due to incomplete MRI data or suboptimal image quality. As described in the original study, participants were J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f 8 conditions (e.g., gait scores in BL minus gait scores in non-forced, forced-right and forcedleft).
Statistical analyses for behavioral data
All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS 25 software. A series of 3 (non-forced, forced-right, forced-left) X 2 (right, left foot) repeated measures ANOVAs were performed for the DTC scores per gait measure. Because DL affected gait measures asymmetrically in the original study, we decided to assess lateralized differences on DTC scores in the present data. Geisser-Greenhouse corrections were chosen when the sphericity assumption was not met. Significant results were followed with the corresponding post hoc tests.
MRI acquisition
MR images were acquired in a Siemens Skyra 3.0 T MR scanner. Three-dimensional, T1weighted sagittal images were obtained using a magnetization prepared rapid-gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence (TE/TR/TI = 2.98/2300/900ms, flip angle: 9°, slice thickness 1.2mm, and FOV 252 x 252mm). Diffusion weighted images (DWI) were obtained using a single-shot SE-EPI sequence with TE/TR = 80/10700 ms, 70 axial slices, slice thickness 2.25 mm, FOV 252 x 252 mm and in-plane resolution 2.25 x 2.25 mm 2 . Diffusion gradients were applied in 15 directions with b = 1000 s/mm 2 , in addition a volume without diffusion weighting was acquired. The diffusion sequence was repeated three times to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
MRI analyses
Image preprocessing included image corrections for magnetic field inhomogeneities, head motion, and eddy currents performed using specific tools of the FSL version 5.0.7 (FMRIB TRACULA was used to perform the reconstruction of 18 major white-matter pathways from DWI through global probabilistic tractography (Yendiki et al., 2011) . Anatomical reconstructions of the tracts per subject, as well as the corresponding statistical measurements of volume, fractional anisotropy (FA), and mean diffusivity (MD), per tract, were obtained.
Statistical analyses for MRI data
The statistical analyses were conducted for FA, MD and volume with the SPSS 25 software. Partial Pearson's correlation quotients controlling for age and gender were calculated first for bilateral DTC scores (i.e., values for both limbs taken together) and DTI measures by tract.
Thereafter, analyses were performed between the lateralized DTCs (i.e., values for right and left limb separated) and WM tracts. For the volume data, Partial Pearson's correlation quotients were controlled for age, gender and estimated intracranial volume (eICV). Z scores were used to perform the correlations. Due to multiple comparisons, the Bonferroni adjustment was applied.
Results
Behavioral and demographic results
Characteristics of the participants are presented in Table 1 .
The factorial repeated measures ANOVAs of the DTC scores on the mean (DTCM) gait data showed a main effect of condition on gait speed, step length and stride length (p < 0.001 for all gait parameters), though no significant interactions existed. Pairwise comparisons demonstrated that during lateralized attention (forced-right and forced-left conditions) DTCM scores were significantly higher as compared to non-forced condition. Concerning step width DTCM, no significant results were observed. Analyses on DTC of coefficients of variations (DTCCoVs) did not show any significant main effect or interaction (see Table 2 ). J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f 
Correlations between white matter tracts and raw gait scores in baseline
We deemed necessary to conduct an initial exploration of whether any significant correlation existed between the raw scores in gait during baseline and the white matter tracts. Results Table 4 ) and uncinate fasciculi (right FA r = -0.362, left FA r =-0.350; Table   4 ).
3.4.2 Forced-left condition ( Figure 1B) : DTCM gait speed of right foot (r=0.376) and left foot (r= 0.401) correlated with right ILF volume (Table 4 ). Figure 1C ): DTCCoV gait speed of left foot correlated negatively with volume of forceps major (r=-0.379) (Table 3) . Step Length L FR r = 0.352
Forced-right condition (
DTCCoV
Step Length R FL r = 0.350
Step Length L FL r = 0.400 r = -0.352
Note. Correlation coefficients correspond to the volume of the tract, except in the cases indicating otherwise. Bold values denote correlations that also were found in bilateral analyses. DTCM, dual-task cost on means; DTCCoV, dual-task cost on CoVs; R, right foot; L, left-foot; FA, fractional anisotropy; CoV, coefficient of variability; NF, dual-task cost for the non-forced condition; FR, dual-task cost for the forced-right condition; FL, dual-task cost for the forced-left condition. Only significant correlations shown; p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons. 
3.5
Step length associations with WM tracts 3.5.1 Forced-left condition (Figure 2A) : DTCCoV step length correlated positively with volumes of right ATR (right-foot, r = 0.350; left foot, r = 0.400; Table 4 ). Also, DTCCoV step length of the left foot correlated negatively with the volume of right ILF (r=-0.352). Figure 2B ): DTCM step length of left foot correlated with right ILF (r = 0.352; Table 4 ). 
Forced-right condition (
Discussion
The present findings demonstrated a significant association between status of WM tracts in healthy older adults and gait perturbations caused by performing DL during walking.
Inspection of the associations between gait measures during baseline and WM tracts showed practically no significant associations, the only correlation found was with step width measures, which no longer was observed in dual-tasking. Thus, these results suggest that agerelated changes on WM properties are significantly associated with the effects of DL in the dual-task paradigm. Moreover, we hypothesized that WM indices of frontal circuitry and CC would be significantly related to gait perturbations, which as a whole was corroborated as we found associations with forceps minor, forceps major, ATR and UF. However, our specific expectations were not completely confirmed. We estimated that a) spontaneous attention would be related to frontal and temporal-parietal tracts while b) lateralized attention (forcedright and forced-left attention) would be related to frontal circuitry and CC.
First of all, not all gait perturbations were associated with WM tracts. Only perturbations on gait speed and step length showed significant correlations. The former were negatively related to FA in frontal pathways including CC during the spontaneous attention condition, while both gait speed and step length were positively related to tract volumes in frontal and occipito-temporal tracts in the lateralized attention conditions. In order to understand these findings we first need to address the behavioral data. At the behavioral level, comparisons of DTC scores across DL conditions showed that only DTCM of gait speed, step length and stride length were significantly different. These data showed that DTCs increased J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f significantly in the forced-attention conditions when the control of attention was directed to either the right or left ear. Thus, deliberate control of attention to one specific ear while walking seems to affect gait outcomes to a greater extent than if one freely chooses to attend stimuli. However, no interaction existed with data by foot, which could be regarded as contradictory to our findings from 2018. Nevertheless, in Gorecka et al. 2018 no calculations of DTCs were conducted, but rather raw scores were inspected and lateralized effects on gait were found. Through those analyses, perturbations due to DL in dual-tasking were seen as shorter steps and strides, as well as slower speed. In the present data using DTCs, no lateralized effect was observed, suggesting that the cost of the dual-task is equivalent for both feet but the impact of DL during walking is greater when attention is voluntarily directed to one specific ear.
Correlations between WM tracts and gait speed costs
4.1.1 Spontaneous attention (Non-forced condition): Our hypothesis that spontaneous attention would be related to tracts of the ventral attention system (Fox et al., 2006) , i.e, frontal tracts and temporal-parietal pathways, was partially true for DTCMs of gait speed since the majority of the correlations for this gait parameter were found during the non-forced condition and with frontal circuitry. Indeed dual-task costs during spontaneous attention condition were associated negatively with the integrity of the anterior part of CC and tract volumes belonging to frontal circuitry, including right ATR and both uncinate fasciculi.
However, no significant relationship was found between DTCMs on gait speed and temporalparietal tracts, which suggest that age-related changes on ventral frontal areas are the relevant ones in the association with gait alterations induced by spontaneously attending a stimulus.
All in all, our results are in agreement with studies reporting correlations between forceps minor of CC (Bhadelia et al., 2009) , thalamic radiations (Verlinden et al., 2016) and gait speed. Similarly, our data corroborated that slower gait speed was related to lower FA in Journal Pre-proof J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f 19 uncinate fasciculi (Tian et al., 2016; Verlinden et al., 2016) . These data support the relevance of frontal lobe functioning and connectivity to gait speed in healthy older adults (Rosano et al., 2012) .
The fact that 5 out of the 13 significant correlations involved frontal tracts and gait speed under the non-forced condition is worth noting. The original results from 2018 showed that raw data of gait speed were affected asymmetrically only on this condition. As stated in the introduction, during non-forced condition, right-handed individuals tend to report mostly right-ear information. This phenomenon called the right-ear advantage (Penner et al., 2009) is caused by the decussation of the auditory tracts that send information directly from rightear to left hemisphere in which language is processed. For this reason, it is proposed that spontaneous attention during non-forced condition is "stimulus-driven" or "bottom-up" based (Hugdahl and Westerhausen, 2016) . Notwithstanding, our dual-task paradigm creates a very demanding situation as subjects need to walk and give a free response simultaneously based on their perceptual capacities. Studies of auditory scene analysis have shown that attention can be diverted by self-motion processes related to head movements that naturally occur to locate a sound (Kondo et al., 2012) . In our study, participants were moving the entire body freely, which might divert attention even more than what head movements evoke. Thus, the effort to cope with the uncertainty of which syllable is best perceived and report loudly an answer while maintaining a regular walking pace affects gait speed in a conspicuous manner.
Our observations at the laboratory, albeit not quantified, allow us to suggest that fluctuations seen on gait speed during the spontaneous attention condition might be partially caused by the fact that older adults slow down their locomotion irregularly, probably to concentrate on the clearest perceived stimuli that vary from trial to trial. Thus, correct performance in our dualtask situation not only depends on specific bottom-up/top-down mechanisms proper to each DL condition as described by Hugdahl and Westerhausen (2016) but on additional executive J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f cognitive strategies necessary to deal with multi-tasking situations (Meyer and Kieras, 1997) such as walking and performing DL simultaneously. That white matter integrity of the frontal circuitry significantly correlated with gait speed in this condition can be interpreted as a sign of frontal executive involvement that relies on good integrity of WM pathways to integrate all sensorimotor information occurring in this dual-task context.
Focus of attention to left ear (Forced-left condition):
Mean DTC scores from both feet correlated in the forced-left condition with the volumes of the right ILF. These data converge with past findings (Rosario et al., 2016) . According to the literature on DL (e.g., ) the forced-left condition is the one exerting the highest difficulty level, which is even more demanding for older adults due to the normal decline of executive functions occurring in this population (Andersson et al., 2008) . Thus, the difficulty of this condition leads to increased dual-task demands and hence, greater reliance on higher order control.
Interestingly, ILF together with the other projection tracts, has been linked to higher-order control of gait (Nadkarni et al., 2013) .
Focus of attention to right ear (Forced-right condition):
In this condition, DTCs on the variability of gait speed (CoVs) were associated with tract volumes of forceps major, which connects the occipital lobes and runs through the splenium. In line with the involvement of ILF, this tract also subserves visuospatial integration and is proposed to be involved in interlimb coordination during gait (Verlinden et al., 2016) . Taken together, these findings confirm our expectations that associations between DTCs on gait should also be related to a white matter network beyond frontal circuitry.
Correlations between WM tracts and step length costs
The other important finding in the present study concerns associations between DTCs of step length and the lateralized attentional conditions. Most of the correlations were found when gait was affected by reporting left-ear stimuli. Nonetheless, one significant association existed J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f 21 when reporting from right-ear. As already mentioned, reporting from left-ear is highly challenging for older adults (Andersson et al., 2008) , which is in agreement with the observed gait perturbations produced by focusing attention to left-ear.
Forced-right condition:
The mean of DTCs on step length were associated with right ILF volume. In the literature, global white matter in a wide range of tracts, including the ILF, is reported to correlate with both gait speed and step length in healthy older adults in crosssectional (Callisaya et al., 2014) and longitudinal studies (Callisaya et al., 2013) . The fact that DTCMs on this specific gait measure correlated with right ILF suggests that pathways involved in visuospatial processing might be related to gait perturbations caused by our dualtask paradigm.
Forced-left condition:
This time, DTCs of step length variability of both limbs were positively associated with volumes of the ATR and ILF. In the past, the posterior thalamic radiation has been repeatedly linked to step-by-step variability (Tian et al., 2017) , while the ATR has been correlated with gait stability (Bruijn et al., 2014) . In addition, ILF is associated to increased step length variability in older people over 65 years (Nadkarni et al., 2013) . Thus, both tracts seem to be associated with perturbations of step length variability when left-ear stimuli is attended.
Associations with WM volumes and integrity indices on right hemisphere
Results showed that only DTCMs of gait speed correlated negatively with integrity (FA values) of WM tracts. As it is typical in aging studies, correlations of DTCs and FAs were negative, and positive with MD. This indicates that higher DTCs corresponds to lower integrity of the tracts. Thus, higher perturbation in mean gait speed corresponds to lower integrity in frontal tracts including forceps minor.
J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f speed correlated with volume tracts positively, suggesting that larger volumes were associated with larger gait disturbances. The idea that larger volumes represent a deleterious state of tracts in normal aging is not new, as it has been proposed that redundant myelin and bubbles occurring in the myelin sheets of older individuals (Peters and Sethares, 2002) may increase the volume of WM tracts (Fjell et al., 2008) . Still, negative correlations with volumes were found for variability of gait speed and step length. Two out of the 4 correlations obtained for
CoVs and volumes were negative. Possibly, measures of gait variability are distinctly associated with different features of WM volumes (Fjell et al., 2008) as volumes do not reflect unique properties of the tracts.
Finally, all the correlated, intrahemispheric tracts were in the right hemisphere. Only the uncinate fasciculi correlated bilaterally. One possibility is that right-handed subjects present more extensive connectivity in left hemisphere (Guye et al., 2003) and possibly more resistance to degeneration than left-handers. It remains to be proved whether this lateralization in the correlations may vary in left-handers. Alternatively, association with the right tracts may reflect the importance on gait alterations of the ventral attention network, which has been proven to be lateralized to the right hemisphere in various experimental and neuroimaging studies (Corbetta et al., 2008) .
Right vs left foot correlations
Separate analyses by foot were deemed necessary in order to follow-up our earlier asymmetric findings on gait (Gorecka et al., 2018) . Even though no asymmetric results were observed in DTCs, we did found a number of interesting correlations by foot. When DTCs from both feet (i.e., bilateral analyses) were analyzed together, the same associations existed than for analyses by foot. This implies that even though some small asymmetries in DTCs induced significant results to one specific foot, these associations exist in both feet during the directed J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f 23 attention conditions. The interesting data that emerged from the lateralized analyses concerns exclusively gait speed of right foot during non-forced condition. That right foot is the one displaying significant association with WM tracts could be due to right-handers being more prone to better control right foot (Dargentpare et al., 1992) . As this remains speculative, the effect observed on right foot speed during spontaneous attention needs to be further investigated.
Limitations
In spite that TRACULA is a popular and reliable method to estimate white matter tracts as it allows assessment of areas with high uncertainty such as those with low anisotropy or crossing tracts, a potential disadvantage could be the incapacity to identify anisotropic characteristics that are not uniformly present along a tract (Mamah et al., 2019) . Since myelin properties reflected by FA and MD indices in the course of normal aging have proved to be heterogeneous along the tracts (Mårtensson et al., 2018) , alternative techniques for more accurate white matter tract segmentation need to be taken into account in order to corroborate the present findings. Following standard procedures, we only looked at average properties of each tract. We can therefore not say whether the observed changes are in a specific region in a given tract or if it is reflecting a global change of the tract. Despite this limitation, the current investigation is a first step towards understanding white matter correlates of gait perturbations in older adults.
Conclusions
Our data indicate that perturbations in gait speed generated by spontaneous attention relates to frontal circuitry, including CC, which are pathways related to the ventral attention network that detects salient environmental stimuli. Association to frontal circuitry is probably due to higher degrees of executive control that are needed to adapt mobility to a challenging Journal Pre-proof J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f 24 environment. When lateralized attention is demanded, mostly to left-ear, increased step variability occurs, which correlates with tracts connecting cortical regions like the ILF and those connecting cortical and subcortical areas like ATR. Association to these tracts suggest that tracts subserving visuomotor integration and frontal function are linked to perturbations on gait emerging by voluntary lateralized attentional control. To our knowledge, this is the first study presenting significant associations between WM indices of cerebral tracts and gait perturbations caused by specific attentional mechanisms during a dual-task situation. In this way, we corroborated the relevance of employing DL as a concomitant cognitive task while walking to better apprise the effects of spontaneous attention vs lateralized attention on gait.
Findings from the present investigation are relevant to understand the occurrence and risk of falls in the older adult when walking, listening and talking converge in real-life settings.
Although, the present findings need to be replicated, from a clinical perspective the results suggest that it might be best to walk and talk on the side of the older person's dominant ear in order to preserve a safe walk. Finally, future research should employ the present approach to evaluate older adults with reduced cognitive capacities and early dementia. 
